takes the
load off
Johnny and
his family.
LapStacker helps father with
C4 tetraplegia contribute to
family life and conserve
energy.

Problem
With a challenging career and the demands that
come from a complete spinal cord injury, Johnny’s
emotional state can easily affect his precious energy
levels. If he drops something, like his phone, or the
frustrated builds because he can’t contribute more to
his family, his energy and self esteem takes a big hit.

Solution
With a challenging career and the demands that
come from a complete spinal cord injury, Johnny’s
emotional state can easily affect his precious energy
levels. If he drops something, like his phone, or the
frustrated builds because he can’t contribute more to
his family, his energy and self esteem takes a big hit.

Johnny has two young boys,
works full time as an
academic researcher and
uses a power wheelchair.

“My wife does most of the
physical tasks in our family - she
does a lot and it hurts that I can’t
do more. I wish I could help her
and my boys more physically,
even in a small way.”

Results and beneﬁts
Johnny uses his LapStacker daily to secure his phone
and lunchbox to his lap, without worry. He also uses it
to assist his family whenever there’s an opportunity,
which removes some of the burden from his wife and
shows his sons he can contribute more physically to
everyday life.
“Using the LapStacker allows me to do some practical
tasks, like carrying a picnic basket, so that my wife or
carer doesn’t have to. It also shows my kids that Dad
can do stuff, which makes me feel great! This may
seem like a small thing, but it all adds up.”
“As a bonus, the LapStacker is so easy to use - it saves
me energy rather than taking it. It’s totally worth the
investment, simply clip and off you go.”
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To Learn More
Contact your local dealer or visit
adaptdefy.com/lapstacker
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